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FIRST AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTAL 
COMPLAINT WITH JURY DEMAND

Plaintiffs, Allen J. Huguely, Leon C. Cade, Kenny R. Taylor, Mark A.

Edwards, Derrick Brooks, Marcus Boyd, LaVon Sledge, Deedre Williams and

Eugene Alexander, represented by their attorneys, Roy, Shecter & Vocht, P.C.,

complain:

1. This lawsuit challenges overt acts and statements of race discrimination

which permeate the environment with an underlying atmosphere of violent racial

hate and bullying at General Motors, LLC.’s GM Powertrain & Fabrications plant

located at 1455 West Alexis Road, Toledo, OH 43612.

2. At all relevant times the Plaintiffs, Allen J. Huguely [Huguely], Leon C.

Cade [Cade], Kenny R. Taylor [Taylor], Mark A. Edwards [Edwards], Derrick

Brooks [Brooks], Marcus Boyd [Boyd],  LaVon Sledge [Sledge], Deedre Williams

[Williams] and Eugene Alexander [Alexander] were employed at the GM plant

when the racially inflammatory acts took place.

3. On April 19, 2018,  Boyd resigned from GM.

4. On January 9, 2018, Brooks transferred and obtained the job of Production

Supervisor at General Motor’s Baltimore Operations Plant, 10301 Philadelphia

Road, White Marsh, MD 21162, a wholly owned facility of GM. 
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5. On May 15, 2018, Plaintiff Derrick Brooks resigned from GM.

6. On March 16, 2018, the Ohio Civil Rights Commission [OCRC] found in

letters of determination, on behalf of the plaintiffs Huguely, Cade, Taylor and

Edwards, that there was probable cause that GM engaged in unlawful

discriminatory practices.  Further, on April 5, 2018 OCRC denied GM’s request

for reconsideration.

7. This case is brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1981 and venue is proper in the

United States District Court, Northern Division under 28 U.S.C. § 1391, for all

events mainly occurred in Toledo, Ohio.

8. The Casing Machine Department where Plaintiffs  Huguely, Cade, Taylor,

and Brooks were stationed and the Assembly Line Room where Boyd, LaVon and

Williams were stationed are specific areas of the GM plant that are adjacent to each

other.  The 1st shift is scheduled 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The 2nd shift is scheduled

from 3:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. The 3rd shift is scheduled from 11:00 p.m. to 7:30

a.m.  There is a 30 minute period, prior to shift time, where the next shift is

informed what happened during the previous shift and any work orders for the

upcoming shift are communicated.  

9. Huguely is an African-American who began his employment with GM on

February 16, 1976, and has been  employed as a machine operator since 2010 in
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the Case Machining Department in Toledo, Ohio.  Huguely is assigned to the 2nd

shift.

10. Cade is an African-American who began his employment with GM in 1985

and who was employed in the Casing Machine Department from 2011 up to his

date of retirement in late 2017.  Cade was assigned to the 2nd Shift.

11. Taylor is an African-American who began his employment with GM on June

7, 1982, and has been employed as a machine operator in the Casing Machine

Department in Toledo since May 11, 2015. Taylor is assigned to the 2nd shift.

12. Edwards is an African-American who began his employment with GM in

September 1977, and   has been employed as a machine operator in the Casing

Machine Department in Toledo since 2015. Edwards is assigned to the 2nd shift.

13. Brooks is an African-American who was the group leader for the 3rd shift in

the Casing Machine Department. He became employed at the GM plant in Toledo

in 2015.

14. Boyd is an African-American who was a Group Leader for the 1st  shift in

the Assembly Room.   

15. Sledge is an African-American who became employed as a production

worker in the Rear Wheel Drive area of the Assembly Room, first as a temporary

employee, beginning in July of 2014, and then as a full-time employee on February
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29, 2016. 

16. Williams is an African-American who became employed as quality operator

in the Rear Wheel Drive area of the Assembly Room in May 2012.

17. Alexander is an African-American who started with GM on January 2, 2007

as a temporary employee and was moved to full-time status on October 15, 2007. 

In May of 2012 he was transferred to the Toledo Plant as a machine operator and

became team leader on the 1st Shift in 2017.   

18. On March 22, 2017, three lynching nooses, with intricately and carefully

tied knots were hanged in the Casing Machine Department on retractable lanyards

between the finish and start of the 2nd and 3rd shifts.  They were attached to the

ceiling and a valve.  They were discovered at approximately 11:35 p.m.

19. On April 25, 2017, a noose was hanged in the Assembly Room between the

1st and 2nd shifts.

20. On or about May 2, 2017, during 2nd shift, a noose was fashioned  and

hanged against a machine on the rear wheel drive Assembly Room. An African-

American worker saw the rope, and told his supervisor.   

21. On or about June 2, 2017, a White employee threw a rope that looked like a

noose at an African-American employee.  GM determined that this activity was

merely horseplay, and suspended the White employee under the horseplay rule for
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only 30 days.

22. These acts as well as others, more particularly described below, were

considered by all Plaintiffs to be acts of violent race discrimination, statements of

hate personally affecting them as African-Americans, and as forming a hostile

work environment instilling fear, anxiety, and recalling a legacy of reprehensible

crimes against African-Americans.

23. In addition to the nooses, more fully described above, the Plaintiffs and

other African-American employees have been subject to vilification and racially

hostile remarks and epithets within the last four years.  This conduct that has

spread like wildfire throughout the plant, includes but is not limited to the

following:

i. White employees calling African-American employees “Boy”;

ii. A female African-American employee being called a “dumb Black 

crackhead bitch”;

iii. Swastikas painted and scratched on restroom stalls;

iv. Stick figures drawn or scratched on bathroom stalls with nooses

around their necks;

v. Drawings and scratching of pistols and guns on the bathroom stalls;

vi. Magazines such as “Guns and Ammo” touting the use of guns put on
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machines and in the break room;

vii.  Caucasian employees publicly stating that they are carrying guns in

their cars and trucks parked on GM property;

viii. Caucasians wearing shirts underneath their coveralls with visible Nazi

symbols on them;

ix. Calling African-American employees “monkey”;

x. African-American employees being warned “to be careful” because a

white employee’s “daddy was in the Klu Klux Klan”;

xi. African-American employees being told to go back to Africa where

they belong;

xii. “Whites Only” signs hung on bathroom stall doors and written on

walls outside the Men’s room;

xiii. A White supervisor announcing, during a supposed team meeting

about racial tolerance, “[W]hat’s the big deal about nooses, there was never a

Black person who was lynched that didn’t deserve it.” That White supervisor was

not disciplined;

xiv. White employees calling African-American employees “DAN”, which

is an acronym for “Dumb Ass N*****;

xv. A White employee intimidating an African-American employee by
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yelling in his ear in the breakroom, “Hey you be in my chair”, and pulling on the

back side of the chair practically knocking the African-American over backwards;

xvi. “Blacks suck”, and “N*****s not allowed” scratched or written on the

bathroom walls;

xvii. An African American  being told to “watch his back when driving;”

xviii. Writing on a White female’s property “N*****” Lover” because she

happened to be seen walking with an African-American in the plant;

xix. A White person advising an African-American to get a gun to defend

himself;

xx. Refusing to listen and to work for African-American team leaders,

including causing the assembly line to shut down;

xxi. Making threats of great bodily harm to beat an African-American

team leader with a shovel and a clutch, and to shoot him with a gun;

 xxii.   Making fun of the NAACP by cartoon characterization;

 xxiii.    Carving a Klux Klan pinnacle star, and the words, “Whites Rule”

and “Nagoar” on wood in the restroom;

 xxiv.      By-passing Alexander for promotion and giving supervisory jobs

to White employees with less seniority;

 xxv.     Instructing Alexander to refrain from giving directions to White
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employees he supervised and directing him to give directions only to African-

American employees.

24. The writings were scratched or written, not only in bathrooms where the

production workers and contract employees frequented, but also were scratched or

written on to the walls and stalls of the bathrooms next to the administrative offices

which employees, including supervisors and administrators used.

25. A White female who was seeing an African-American, when she ran for

union office, had her election posters defaced with racial slurs and drawings of

black penises sticking out of her mouth or scrawled on other places on the poster.

26. The posters, described above, were put all over the plant.

27. The failure of GM to take prompt corrective action concerning the above-

depicted activities created an atmosphere whereby the hate-driven employees felt

free to hang nooses, display racist graffiti, and verbally attack and racially insult

African-Americans. These symbols of the historical torture and lynching of

African-Americans touched each of the plaintiffs, were a personal affront to each’s

dignity and caused each to fear for his or her safety.

28. It was not until late June of 2017 that GM developed a Critical Action Plan

to address their overt and patent cases of mistreatment and malice.

29. It was not until late June 2017 that GM sought  perfunctory interviews of the
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skilled tradesmen who used the lanyard ropes as part of their functions and duties

working at heights in the plant and who were working in the area of the three

nooses hanged on March 22nd.

26.  The race discrimination in the workplace was severe and pervasive, and

touches upon the core of African-American equality and their right to be free from

the  wounds and scars of iniquity.

27. GM did not take reasonable steps equivalent to the severity of unlawful

activities so as to meet and remedy the actions of its White employees against its

African-American employees.

COUNT I
VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1981

28. Plaintiffs incorporate allegations 1 through 27 as fully set forth.

29. As a result of GM’s violation of  civil rights, Plaintiffs suffered damage, 

severe depression and emotional pain and anguish.

30. Under 42 U.S.C. § 1981, Plaintiffs, as African-Americans, have the right to

work without offensive racial hostility.

31. GM, in its failure to significantly and meaningfully address the racially

hostile environment in which Plaintiffs were compelled to work, violated 42

U.S.C. § 1981.
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32. GM violated Plaintiffs’ civil rights by fostering a  racially hostile,

intimidating and offensive environment which was not welcome and which

unreasonably interfered with Plaintiffs’ rights to equal employment opportunity.

33. GM discriminated against Plaintiffs on the basis of race, and denied them

employment opportunities enjoyed by White people.

34. GM engaged in racially discriminatory practices toward Plaintiffs with

malice or with reckless indifference to their protected rights, and they are entitled

to an award of punitive damages under 42 U.S.C. § 1981(a).

COUNT II
WRONGFUL TERMINATION-MARCUS BOYD

VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1981

35. Boyd incorporates the Common Allegations and Count I as though fully set

forth.

36. On March 17, 2018, Plaintiff, Marcus Boyd, left his employment with

Defendant, but returned the following day when Defendant’s Human Resources’

personnel indicated that Defendant wanted him back and he would be transferred

to the 1st shift.

37. On the 1st shift, Mr. Boyd experienced the same instances of discrimination

typified by the allegations set forth above.

38. Mr. Boyd was the subject of a wrongful group grievance that was incited by
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a white employee who incited other white employees against him because of his

race.

39. Mr. Boyd was warned by two other employees to look out of rearview

mirrors when he left the plant, and he needed “to get a gun”.  These employees

warned him, “[D]o you know who’s following you.”

40. Security began to escort Mr. Boyd in and out of the building.  Mr. Boyd

believed his life was in danger.

41. On April 19, 2018,  Mr. Boyd terminated his employment with Defendant

without having an alternative job.

42. The anti-African American racial practices practiced and encouraged by GM

forced Boyd to resign, and he would not have resigned but for the discriminatory

mistreatment he suffered.

43. As a result of GM’s wrongful conduct towards him, Boyd has lost wages

and benefits, and has suffered from depression, and mental pain and anguish that is

in addition to the mental pain and anguish suffered while he was employed at the

Toledo plant.

44. GM engaged in racially discriminatory practices toward Boyd with malice or

with reckless indifference to their protected rights, and he is entitled to an award of

punitive damages under 42 U.S.C. § 1981(a).
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COUNT III
DERRICK BROOKS WRONGFUL TERMINATION

VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1981. 

45. Plaintiff Brooks incorporates the Common Allegations, Counts I and II as

though fully set forth.

46. Plaintiff Derrick Brooks requested a transfer from the plant in Toledo to

GM’s plant, General Motor’s Baltimore Operations Plant,  10301 Philadelphia

Road, White Marsh, MD 21162, a wholly owned facility of GM.  On  January 9,

2018, he transferred and obtained the job of Production Supervisor.  

47. On February 11, 2018, at that plant, the discrimination he confronted at the

Toledo plant continued, and he was called “Boy” three times when he tried to send

an employee home for lack of work, and because the employee was not scheduled

to work.  After Mr. Brooks cautioned the employee, the employee jumped into Mr.

Brook’s face until his nose was touching Mr. Brooks’ chin, and Mr. Brooks’

responded to being called “Boy” by swearing twice at the employee in response to

two of the instances of being called “Boy”.

48. GM’s response was to give Mr. Brooks a “Last Chance Letter” to sign. 

Plaintiff Brooks began looking for alternative employment away from the

Defendant.
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49. On May 15, 2018, Plaintiff Derrick Brooks resigned his employment and,

effective, May 21, 2018, took a job with Magna Seating located in Highland Park,

MI at a lesser wage and benefits.

50. The anti-African American racial practices practiced and not discouraged by

GM forced Brooks to resign, and he would not have resigned but for the

discriminatory mistreatment he suffered.

51. As a result of GM’s wrongful conduct towards him, Brooks has lost wages

and benefits, and suffers from depression, and mental pain and anguish that is in

addition to the mental pain and anguish suffered while he was employed at the

Toledo plant.

52. GM engaged in racially discriminatory practices toward Brooks with malice

or with reckless indifference to his protected rights, and he is entitled to an award

of punitive damages under 42 U.S.C. § 1981(a).

REQUEST FOR RELIEF

Plaintiffs request that this court compensate them for their damages, as well

as punitive damages, costs, interest and attorney fees made and provided by statute

and court rule, and further award whatever equitable relief the court deems

necessary and proper to remedy all violations of  42 U.S.C. § 1981, and to prevent

future violations from occurring, including but not limited to:
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A) GM shall immediately provide its employees with an

environment free of harassment, intimidation, and hostility. GM shall take prompt

remedial action inclusive of termination of those responsible for the hostile

environment and race discrimination to insure an environment free of racial

harassment;

B) GM shall immediately take security measures, including

cameras or increased surveillance of the plant floor, as a deterrent to employee acts

of violence, racial harassment, noose-making, simulated lynching, threats and

inflammatory speech;

C) GM shall immediately remove any racist graffiti on walls,

stalls, and any other surfaces.  Such surfaces shall be scrubbed, painted or

permanently covered no matter the size or age of the offending graffiti.  All graffiti

should be assumed to be hostile no matter whether GM understands the acronyms

or not. 

D) Any employee found to have defaced any workplace or

breakroom or bathroom with racial comments or depictions shall be disciplined

immediately and severely, including termination;

E) Any employee overheard or observed by any other employee,

management or otherwise, making any threat of physical violence that has racial
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undertones shall be severely disciplined, including termination;

F) GM shall establish a position within the facility to serve as an

Equal Employment Officer with responsibility for continuous training of

employees on state and federal anti-discrimination laws, writing appropriate EEO

and anti-discrimination policies and procedures for addressing complaints of

discrimination in the facility, and investigating complaints of discrimination in the

workplace. GM will provide a job description of the position to the Court within 60

days of judgment. Once the position is filled, GM shall notify the Court of the

name and credentials of the successful candidate within 30 days after the employee

begins employment in this position.  This individual shall be responsible for

notifying this Court every three months concerning any racially-charged events in

the plant and the actions of GM to avert, to deter or to punish such actions;

G) Within 180 days of judgment, GM shall establish regular

training sessions to be conducted twice per year with a minimum of two (2) hours

of training for supervisory and non-supervisory staff on state and federal

anti-discrimination laws. The training curriculum shall be submitted to the Court in

advance of the training.

i) GM's management and supervisory employees will be the first

to receive the training described above.  Training will be facilitated by GM's newly
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created Equal Employment Officer.

ii) All management and supervisory employees promoted or

transferred to the Toledo facility will receive individual training upon entry into

the facility by the Equal Employment Officer.

iii) EEO personnel will additionally train all non-supervisory

employees twice per year, and familiarize employees with security measures taken

to assure that equality and equal safety is to be enforced within the plant and in the

parking lot of the plant.

 iv) GM shall provide a copy of the training materials and a list of

attendees to the Court for a period of time to be determined by the Court.  The

training program shall be submitted for the Court’s approval.

H) GM’s EEO/Discrimination policy and procedure written or

revised shall be provided to the Court for a period to be determined by the Court.

The policy/procedure shall inform employees of their rights to file complaints of

discrimination, harassment, retaliation, and hostile work environment under the

various civil rights laws and shall include a notification of options of persons to

whom they may complain internally as well as notification of the right to file a

charge with the Ohio Civil Rights Commission and/or the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission. 
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I) GM agrees to provide assistance to employees and will take

necessary steps to ensure employees can work in an environment free from

harassment and retaliation, inclusive of a transfer to a different shift, plant or

location upon request and if feasible.

J) GM shall seek every means available to protect the victims of

harassment, inclusive of transfer to another department and/or removal of the

harassing person.

The Court shall retain jurisdiction for a period of time, to be determined by

the Court, to assure that the equitable safeguards and remedial measures that this

Court adjudges comports with this Court’s orders.

JURY REQUEST

Plaintiffs seek a jury trial on those claims triable by jury.

ROY, SHECTER & VOCHT, P.C.

/s/Michelle E. Vocht                   
Michelle E. Vocht  (MI-P32924)
Attorney for Plaintiffs
707 S. Eton St.
Birmingham, MI 48304
(248) 540-7660 (Office)
(248) 540-0321
vocht@rsmv.com

Dated: September 21, 2018
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Michelle E. Vocht, attorney for Plaintiffs, affirms that she is an ECF

participating attorney and that she electronically transmitted to the court and to all

participating ECF opposing attorney this document and any attachments, and any

non-ECF attorney was also served by first class mail.

Roy, Shecter & Vocht, P.C.

/s/Michelle E. Vocht            
Michelle E. Vocht
Attorney for Plaintiffs
707 S. Eton St.
Birmingham, MI 48009
(248) 540-7660
vocht@rsmv.com
(MI-P32924)

Dated:  September 21, 2018
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